WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING ABOUT
“EMBRACE: IMPRESSIONS OF BRAZIL”
"Embrace: Impressions of Brazil' is a triumph. One of
the most satisfying jazz/Brazil mixes since the first
bossa nova tsunami. Its unique approach creates a
category all its own...partly because Pietro is such a
classy player and his arrangements are crisp and
dynamic. This new CD is designed and paced so
artistically that it nearly becomes a suite. The
Brazilian percussion weaves in and out, like light
streaming through a rain forest; the cultural flavors are
seamlessly blended. Since Pietro wrote or germinated
most of the tunes while in Brazil, they are bathed in its
direct influence. From “Never Nothing,” the relaxed
and welcoming opener, it's clear that he's captured
Brazil's sensuous, earthy essence, and melded it with
the classic traditions of jazz."
(Judith Schlesinger - www.allaboutjazz.com)

"Embrace-Impressions of Brazil, Dave Pietro’s 5th release for the A-Records label, celebrates the fusion of
American and Brazilian jazz as heard through the unique musical consciousness of this gifted composer and
saxophonist. This is not your typical ‘Brazilian jazz’ recording but a true collaboration of American and
Brazilian jazz artists at the height of their musical prowess. (Bret Primack)
"This new recording project may finally be the breakthrough for composer and saxophonist Dave Pietro. His
music has a universal beauty that speaks to all and is in a class of its own. By that, I mean Dave is saying
something of his own. His thoughts are not licks or worked out lines, they are of the moment. It is true
improvisation. His overall sound should be described as muscular and full: individual contributions both
inventive and deliberate. There is hardly a wasted note or slight hesitation. This is creative jazz at it's best.
Lunch for your ears!!" (Tim Price - SAXOPHONE JOURNAL)
"Dave Pietro is imprinting his own identity onto what has been a time-honored jazz tradition: the synthesis of
jazz harmonies with the unique lyricism of Brazilian song. Pietro takes the lead on most of the tracks of
‘Embrace’, creating glowing, flowing melodies backed not only by a four-piece rhythm section, but also by a
three-piece horn section whose lines, woven with subtlety and color, give the effect of a group at least twice as
large." (Bill Donaldson - JAZZ IMPROV MAGAZINE)
"Dave Pietro’s ‘Embrace: Impressions of Brazil’ meshes genuine Brazilian musical concepts with jazz.
Excellent New York jazz musicians and top-flight Brazilians perform Pietro’s harmonically and rhythmically
sophisticated compositions where shifting meters give them a special rhythmic lift and keep the players on their
toes. As a saxophonist, Pietro possesses a handsome tone, a prodigious technique, and the ability to construct
coherent improvised solos." (David Franklin - JAZZ TIMES)
"An exceptional saxophonist and composer, Pietro creates music that blends various differnet styles into a
strong jazz foundation, creating music that has a refreshingly origianl and distinctive sound without seeming
contrived." (Alan Chase – THE WIRE)

